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Welcome

Hello and welcome to the Autumn issue of OFF THE

HOOK.  I'm nervous to make the bold statement in

case I jinx it for everyone, but dare I say the words,

"the drought is over!"  

Following on from 60mm in February, we had the

follow up rain that we so dearly needed in March,

with another 60mm falling.  Our Trundle block

"Plevna North" managed to get under a pretty wild

storm.  We have the washed fences to prove it, with

80mm falling in an incredibly short time period.

The Farmers2Founders accelerator program has

come to end, with the 3 month program culminating

at evokeAG in Melbourne. I'll cover some of my

highlights in this issue. 

Our sausage rolls will launch very, very soon.  I will

be hitting the pavement talking them up and doing

my best version of a hard sell to all sorts of retailers -

so if you see them in store snaffle some please!

I feel like Outback Lamb has had a lot of publicity in

recent months with a variety of TV, print and radio

appearances.

 

 

 I spoke with Sarah Nolet on the AgTech So What

podcast.  In addition I was part of a panel of 4 at

evokeAG who were interviewed for ABC Melbourne's

"The Conversation Hour" where we discussed how

the future might look for agrifood and agtech

businesses.  We also had SBS The Feed out doing a

story on the impact of the drought in our area, the

forecast for rain and the subsequent rain that fell.  It

was a beautifully put together piece that I felt told our

story well, without sensationalising things.  I had a

guest speaking gig celebrating International

Women's Day on March 8 at MBC's Luncheon at Eat

Your Greens in Eugowra and I also did an interview

for the ABC's Country Hour.  Meat & Livestock

Australia have done a story for their Feedback

Magazine (yet to go to print).

I hope you enjoy this issue, filled with stories about

what has been happening on the farm. Thanks again

to everyone for your continued support of Outback

Lamb.

 

 
Fiona Aveyard
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EvokeAG 2020
The AgriFutures EvokeAG conference brings together all of the
agrifood and agritech world to showcase what is happening in
Australia, New Zealand and Asia. Its purpose is to create a
platform for startups to display their technologies and instigate
deal flow and investment into new ideas. Whether you’re a
foodie, a farmer or an agtechie, you are probably familiar with
the name or have even attended.  2020 was in Melbourne, and
the next one will be in Perth.  It runs for 2-3 days, there is
workshops, networking opportunities, a dedicated pitch tent
and alley for start-ups and over 50 global leaders showcasing
Australian innovations and discussing the future of food and
farming.  

Attendees include leaders, farmers, startups, innovators,
accelerators, researchers, universities, businesses,
corporations, government and investors. Definitely worth the
effort, even if the expense feels prohibitive for most farmers. 
 It's an intriguing and interesting world that is buzzing with
excitement about ag, and sadly we are a little oblivious to it all
when we stay on the farm focusing just on our own stuff.

ABC Melbourne The Conversation Hour interview

with Sarah Nolet, Mike Lee and Steve Saunders
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On the farm...
The long awaited rain finally arrived at the end of February. 

 With several follow up falls we have already superseded

what fell in all of 2019. As such, we've resumed normal

operations and have been shearing, sowing, fine tuning

sausage roll recipes, home schooling 4 kids and putting

together an e-cookbook in recent months.  Covid-19 has had

a huge impact on Ag in terms of international markets; and

an almost negligible impact on the farm in terms of anything

different in our day to day operations. I'm pleased to say that

the crops have gone in well.

I'm not a teacher by choice, but I have to say I've enjoyed

schooling the children from home and this week with them

heading back I find myself getting a taste of what it might

feel like to have an empty nest. 

Shearing went well although post Covid-19 the wool market

has experienced a significant crash. Being a premium

product we will watch the recovery or collapse of the world

economy and see whee the cards fall.
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2019 - A Wrap

Jim's Joke
What do you call a lamb covered
in chocolate? A Candy Baa
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I was thrilled to be part of a cohort of

women invited to speak at a luncheon

hosted by Orange based business MBC. 

 Other speakers included artist and mar-

coms consultant Kim Goldsmith;

photographer and author Kim Storey and

business woman/entrepreneur Lisa

McFayden.  The crowd throughly enjoyed

the entertaining stories along with lovely

local wines and of course, there was

Outback Lamb on the menu as well, done

to oerfection by Jess of Eat Your Greens

fame.

International Womens Day - Eugowra NSW
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L-R Lisa McFayden, Kim Storey, Liz McKenzie, Fiona Aveyard & Kim Goldsmith


